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Key Timeline of My ordeal

04/24/2018 FBI interview at my office at UTK

11/30/2018 DHS investigation at Dallas International Airport

02/27/2020 arrested at home

06/07/2021 Trial at Eastern Tennessee District Federal Court

09/09/2021 Dismissal of all counts and acquittal of case

01/21/2022 USCIS approved Employment Authorization card (EAD)

02/01/2022 Reinstatement at UTK
Wrongful prosecution and racial profiling

China Initiative for economic espionage and trade secret theft

1. Initiate my case by Google search and translation

2. Surveillance for one and half years

3. Peer review of a manuscript for Journal of Alloy and Compound

4. Offer a Chinese student from University of Florida, who had a one-month internship in AVIC three years ago

June 13, 2021
Great pain caused by wrongful prosecution

1. Immediate suspension and later termination by UTK
2. Near 2 years house arrest without going to the deck of my own house
3. Physical and mental damage
4. Family damage

It is the darkest time of my life.


As U.S. Hunts for Chinese Spies, University Scientists Warn of Backlash

A chilling effect has taken hold on American campuses, contributing to an outflow of academic talent that may hurt the United States while benefiting Beijing.

By Amy Qin

New York Times Nov 28, 2021
Reinstatement and lessons

1. Most of UTK colleagues support my reinstatement

2. Colleges and universities will come to realize they should protect their faculty.

3. The funding agency should review their inconsistent policies.

4. Now that the China Initiative is ended, the government should never racially profile any one for their country of origin or ties to that country.
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Thank you for your attention!